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to 100 kDa. The distances between each of the calibration peaks were measured on every gel and a single pattern was chosen to act as reference for the whole study. Then the corresponding sections of the bacterial patterns on each gel were corrected by expansion or contraction to the reference distances. The length was corrected by three point quadratic interpolation (Jackman et al., 1983) .
The absorbance traces of the patterns were compared with the correlation coefficient and UPGMA clustering, as was found useful in previous studies (Jackman et af., 1983; Kersters & De Ley, 1975) . A computer program in Pascal to do these procedures is available from the corresponding author.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Representative whole-cell protein patterns are shown in Fig. 1 . The numerical comparison of the patterns is shown as a dendrogram in Fig. 2 . All but nine of the 102 strains formed a single cluster linked at > 0.70 correlation. The strains clustered at this level appeared to match most closely with a visual assessment of the electropherograms. Further taxonomic measures are required to confirm the classification obtained from protein patterns. The mean correlation between replicate samples run on each of the 12 gels used was 0-93 after correction for gel-to-gel variation as described in Methods. Since many of the strains had been identified only by their coryneform morphology and antibiotic resistance, the high level of homogeneity observed was remarkable, particularly in view of the diversity amongst both reference Corynebacterium spp. and isolates from human skin found in a previous study (Jackman, 1982) . The level of similarity C50l  c502  c471  c473  C218  C 5 l l  C504  C512  C513  c494  c225  C467  C440  C477  c444  C420  C426  C422  c433  C226  C417  c493  c222  C22l  C227  C416  c205  C207  C472  C4Y7   C498 C429   C487  C489  c545 among the group JK strains was similar to that between reference strains of C. diphtheriae (Jackman, 1982) , which confirms the coherence of the group, as found by Riley et al. (1979) . All group JK patterns were characterized by a prominent band of about 45 kDa; however, there was much fine strain variation particularly in the high molecular mass range of the gel. Some of these pattern variants formed subclusters in the dendrogram, e.g. a cluster of 11 strains (C417 to C498) linking at >0-75; however, other observable variants did not cluster. This may be due to an inherent weighting of the correlation coefficient towards the bigger features of the patterns. As far as could be ascertained, the observable strain variants showed no particular association with clinical source. This study provides evidence that there are a considerable number of opportunistic infections recently detected in the UK which are associated with strains of the species described as Corynebacterium group JK by the CDC. The commonest sources of group JK isolates were blood (45 %), infected lines or shunts (9 %), urethra or urine (7 %), ulcers and abscesses (4%) and heart (3 %). The commonest associated conditions were leukaemia (16%) and renal dialysis (9%).
Twelve isolates were from the skin or vagina of cancer patients. The clinical picture of group JK as an opportunistic pathogen of immuno-compromised patients was confirmed in the UK, but with perhaps fewer cases of endocarditis than expected.
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